The large deployable mechanisms can be constructed by a set of basic deployable mechanical modules via mobile connection between the modules, i.e., the necessary mobility of each module is retained after connecting to other modules. In the large deployable mechanical networks, however, the mobility is always overconstrained due to the multiple close-loop structures in the mechanisms. This fact makes the mechanisms easily become rigid structures that are not movable even if small dimensional error happens to the mechanisms. Thus, eliminating redundant constraints so that the mechanisms still movable under the possible geometric dimensional errors, is very important for this kind of mechanisms. In this paper, efficient methods for the mobile connection between deployable single loop mechanisms (DSLMs) are first synthesized systematically; using some of these methods, lots of deployable units can be repeatedly used to build large deployable mechanical networks. A theoretic approach for eliminating the redundant constraints in the large deployable networks is proposed to make the deployable networks not so sensitive to dimensional errors. Finally, physical prototypes are fabricated to illustrate the feasibility of the proposed approach.
Introduction
Deployable mechanism is a special kind of engineering mechanism that can be packaged for transformation and expanded at the time of operation. In the last four decades, research in the design of large deployable mechanisms has primarily been driven by aerospace applications, where large spacecrafts, such as deployable masts, satellite antennas, solar panels and deployable vehicles, etc., have to be packaged into small volume for launch, and expanded when they reach the orbits. Deployable mechanisms are also widely used in general civil engineering applications such as emergency, temporary shelters, portable exhibition stands, recreation and exhibition structures, stations and construction site facilities, etc [1~5] . The large volume deployable mechanisms are always the modular mechanical networks that consisted of a set of basic deployable mechanical modules, through the special way of connections between modules, so that the necessary mobility of the basic modules is retained for the purpose of deployed/folded motions. Chen et al. have developed some mobile assemblies based on the Bennett mechanism, Myard mechanism and the Bricard mechanism [7] , [15] . The construction of basic deployable modules into large deployable networks is very difficult, because the connections have to retain the necessary mobility, and the mobility in the large deployable mechanical networks is always overconstrained due to the existence of the multiple close-loop structures in the mechanism.
In the presence of assembly and manufacturing errors, link dimension errors, motor actuation errors and other unpredictable errors, the overconstrained mechanisms may lose DOFs or become impossible to assemble if the mechanisms consist of purely clearance-free joints. Joint clearance is essential for correct functioning and easy assembly of the underlying mechanisms [6] . Therefore, better errors tolerant ability, which measures the ability of the mechanisms to retain the necessary mobility and still be movable under the possible geometric dimensional errors, is very important for this kind of mechanisms. So far, there are still very limited literatures on the mobile assembly problems of the large deployable mechanisms, especially for the overconstrained problem in the large deployable mechanical networks, although there are some literatures on the assembly problem of the overconstrained parallel manipulators [6] .
This paper is a continuation of the authors' previous work [24] . Firstly, the efficient methods for the mobile constructions of DSLMs into large deployable networks are investigated systematically. By using some of these methods, lots of deployable units can be used to build large deployable mechanical networks. Based on Lie group theory of rigid displacement, how to release the redundant constraints for improving the errors tolerant ability in the large deployable networks, which can make the deployable networks not so sensitive to dimensional errors, is also addressed systematically. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section 2, the efficient ways for constructing deployable single loop mechanisms into large deployable networks are synthesized; in section 3, a theoretic approach for eliminating redundant constraints in large deployable/foldable mechanical networks is given; in section 4, physical prototypes are fabricated to illustrate the feasibility of the redundant constrained eliminating approach and the mobile assembly approach developed in this paper; a conclusion to this paper is drawn in the last section.
Synthesis of mobile assemblies for DSLMs
Large volume deployable mechanical networks are always constructed by a set of basic deployable modules via some kinds of mechanical mobile connections between the modules. With the mobile connections, one can connect a set of deployable modules into the large deployable networks without changing the necessary mobility of the basic modules, so that the networks are deployable/foldable. Generally, one can connect two single loop deployable units together without changing both of their original mobility through three basic methods, the first method is common part-chain connection, in this way some subchains of the two adjacent DSLMs have identical allowable mobility so that they can be merged into one common chain; the second method is rigid connection by which the adjacent two mechanisms are merged into common one rigidly; the third one is flexible connection, in this way the adjacent mechanisms are connected by a third mechanism, either closed loop or open loop, so that they allow relative motions between the adjacent mechanisms. This section will investigate the efficient methods for the mobile connections of the DSLMs via examples.
Common part-chain connections
If the subchains of two DSLMs have identical mobility, then the two subchains can be emerged into a common one to form a common part-chain mobile connection, in this connection, the mobility of the two DSLMs is unchanged. For example, any two links connected by a revolute joint have identical allowable mobility, then any two single-loop revolute joint mechanisms can share two rigid links and one revolute joint to connect together. For example, the two deployable 5R mechanisms as shown in Fig. 1 (a) , the subchain consisted of links , b e and revolute joints D has identical allowable mobility with the subchain consisted of links , c e and revolute joints C , one can merge the two part-chains together in the adjacent two mechanisms, the common part-chain has been drawn by gray color. Then one can form the umbrella-shape mechanism as shown in Fig.  1 (b)~(c). As the adjacent two units sharing a part-chain with identical mobility, the mobility is unchanged after connection. However, the redundant constraints are introduced, for every long link , 1,2, ,
, as there are two identical subchains connecting to it, which provide the same constraints to it.
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Common link connections
Two mechanisms can also share one common link to connect together, such as the Bricard mechanism as shown in Fig. 2 
Flexible connections
In the flexible connections, the adjacent two or several DSLMs are connected by additional mechanisms, open chains or closed loops. For example, by sharing one common joint to the adjacent deployable units, one can connect two deployable modules together. For example, the two links , a d for deployable unit in Fig. 7 (a) has one rotational mobility [24] , suppose that this axis is 1 v , using three single loop units so that the three rotational axes 1 2 3 , , v v v concurrent at point Q, then three additional revolute joints with their axes 1 2 3 , , u u u concurrent at another point P can be used to connect the three units together with single DOF that can be expressed as S P S Q R P, PQ ( S P denotes the spherical group motion around P and R P, PQ denotes the rotational group motion around axis P, PQ ), as shown in Fig. 7 . This is one kind of extended Bricard mechanism. Similarly, one can use four additional revolute joints to connect four rectangular 6R units together as shown in Fig. 8 . Because one revolute joint can at most be connected to two links, thus, the basic deployable 6R units with common joint connection method can not be infinitely extended to form the larger networks. For this reason, additional links have to be attached to the network for the further extension. As shown in Fig. 9(a) , each of the additional links , , a b c is designed with three revolute joints respectively, each revolute joint can be connected to the additional revolute joints of the 6R deployable mechanism. Using this method, one can infinitely extend the network into larger volume; Fig. 9 (c) illustrates the deployable network with four modules of Fig. 9(b) . It is noted that each additional mechanism used for the extension has an open-chain tree structure. From the flexible connection examples given above, one can see that the adjacent two mechanisms are connected by one or two additional joints; this fact leads to the conclusion that the adjacent two mechanisms can also be connected by an additional loop mechanism. By applying the single loop deployable mechanisms such as Bennett or Bricard mechanism, one can design the compact loop connectors as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 . These kind of connectors can be used to construct the deployable modules such as Bennett mechanism networks and Bricard mechanism networks, as shown in Fig. 12~Fig. 15 . All the connections do not change the basic units' mobility and foldability. [24] shows that links , b c in deployable single loop 5R mechanism havec one rotational mobility around the axis MP , where M P, K u K u Q, K u K u v , P u u . Using this fact, one can use three additional revolute joints 1 2 3 , , A A A to form an extended Bricard loop as shown in Fig. 18 (a) , in this case, the long links in the three 5R mechanisms are equivalent to the combined joints with one rotational degree of freedom (DOF). Base on the analysis approach in [24] , the extended Bricard mechanism has one DOF. Using the extended Bricard mechanism, three deployable Myard mechanisms can be connected together, as shown in Fig. 18(b)~(c) . It is well-known that the planar scissor-like mechanism is used extensively in the deployable mechanisms, for the spatial mechanisms, we design the spatial scissor-like connector as shown in Fig. 19 . Then any two single loop revolute joint mechanisms can be used a spatial scissor-like connector to connect together, because the two mechanisms connected by the spatial scissor-like connector are identical, their mobility is obvious compatible. 
Redundant constraints elimination for overconstrained mechanisms
In the presence of inevitable assembly and manufacturing errors, the overconstrained mechanisms in reality will obtain unexpected or lose mobility, or even can not be assembled at all. Thus, the overconstrained mechanisms can not be achieved in reality if they are built solely by clearance-free joints. This fact also shows that the mechanical networks easily become rigid structures as they are not movable if small errors happen in the parts of the mechanisms during the deployment. The elimination of the redundant constraints in the mechanical system without changing the desired motion is thus very important. Based on Lie group theory of rigid displacements, this section provides a theoretic approach for elimination of the redundant constraints in the loop mechanisms.
Suppose that two rigid bodies in a mechanism M have allowable mobility set , an additional mechanism L with allowable mobility set is used to connect to the two bodies of M , then the allowable mobility set should satisfies in order to retain the original mobility . A conclusion can be drawn that if is a group motion [26] , it will have better error tolerance as the additional mechanism provides no constraint into the mechanical system M . For example, the 3 DOFs translation kinematic chain as given in Fig. 23(a) , it is a typical kinematic chain consisted of three prismatic joints with group motion of 3 , the three dimensional translation group, the linear structure of the motion group can be given as
One can see from Eq. (1) that the linear structure is not related to the lengths of the links, in other words, the mobility of the kinematic chain is not changed if manufacturing errors happen to the lengths of the link 1 L , 2 L or 3 L . A similar case is the kinematic chain as given in Fig. 23(b) , it is consisted of three revolute joints with all axes being parallel to z direction, so that it can generate planar motion of , the planar motion group is perpendicular to z , then the linear structure can be given as ( )
Once again, if manufacturing errors happen to the lengths of the link 1 L or 2 L , the linear structure in Eq. (2) is not changed, the kinematic chain is not lying on a singular configuration, this fact means that the mobility of the kinematic chain is not sensitive to the lengths of the links. , the six dimensional special Euclid group of rigid displacements, then the mobility of this kinematic chain is not sensitive to the errors of link lengths and configuration errors of the joint axis. Using this fact, a single loop mechanism should have at least 7 DOFs for all the joints such that it is normally constrained. For example, the Myard mechanism as shown in Fig. 25 (a ) is obviously overconstrained as it does not satisfy the general Grübler-Kutzbach mobility criterion, the open loop kinematic chain containing joints , , , A B C D has 4 DOFs so that the two links , a d allow for only 4 DOFs, any error happens to the mechanism, either length error of the links or configuration error of the joint axes, will make the mechanism become a rigid structure, that means the mechanism is not movable or can not be assembled at all. To make the two links , a d allowing for a six-dimension motion of { } is not changed under small errors. For simplification, the joints , , E F G can be replaced by a spherical joint to form another equivalent normal constrained mechanism, as shown in Fig. 25 (c) . For overconstrained mechanisms, joint clearance is essential for correct functioning and easy assembly of the underlying mechanisms, as the clearance can eliminate the redundant constraints in the mechanism, for example, the Myard unit can be deployed/folded normally if it is built with adequate clearance in the joints, as shown in Fig.  26 . If additional errors happen to the mechanism, for example, length of one link c is changed, the mechanism no longer work planar-symmetrically, as shown in Fig. 27(a) . Furthermore, the mechanism can not be completely folded, the mechanism can not be moved anymore near the folded configuration, and it becomes a rigid structure, as shown in Fig. 27(b) . According to the principle presented in this section, one can use the mechanisms in Fig. 25(b) or (c) to eliminate the redundant constraints in the large deployable network. In this case, the adjacent two loops provide no constraint into the long link , 1,2, ,6 i i = b , if no error happens to the mechanism, it does not change the motion trajectory. But if small errors happen, the mechanism still can be moved to the near folded/deployed configuration. If one hinge is removed so that a cylindrical joint is set with its axis being along the link b , however, the mechanism can be completely folded again, Fig. 27(c) . Using the common part-chain connection, the rigid connection and the flexible connection, one can construct the double layers deployable truss structure as shown in Fig.  28 . One can see that there exists 36 Myard loops and 12 extended Bricard loops in the mechanism, every extended Bricard is sharing three common bases, however, the mechanism can be smoothly deployed, as the mechanism clearances of all joints have been properly designed. 
Conclusions
This paper has given a systematic investigation on efficient methods for constructing the single loop deployable units into large deployable mechanical networks. By using these methods, lots of deployable units can be repeatedly used to build large deployable mechanical networks. Observing that the large deployable mechanisms are always overconstrained due to the existence of multiple loop structures, which makes the mechanisms easily become rigid structures, that means the mechanisms are not movable if small errors happen to the mechanisms. This paper has proposed theoretic approach for eliminating the redundant constraints in large deployable mechanical networks without changing the deployabability and foldability of the mechanism. Using the approach, many complicated mechanical systems can be designed to be normally constrained so that they have better error tolerance ability, which is very important for the aerospace applications where the parts of the mechanism may suffer from unknown deformations due to the errors happened frequently. Using the approach presented in this paper, one can design the large volume deployable mechanisms with compatible mobility, which is not sensitive to the errors of the parts of the mechanisms. Finally, a complicated physical prototype with double layers structure was fabricated by using the overconstrained elimination approach, the prototype demonstrates the smooth deployability and foldability in its motion, which prove the feasibility of the design approach.
